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**Discussion Point 1**

- Are there any national strategy or frameworks for human resource development (HRD) in nuclear security?
  - National plan? Does your country have NSSC (nuclear security support centre)/COE, or any leading agencies in this field?
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Discussion Point 2

- Are there any stakeholders left out from nuclear security HRD program?
  - Who is your HRD program target? Regulator, operator, response forces, frontline officers, scientists, students, etc.
  - Even within the operator, various sections need to learn about nuclear security, not only security division – any good practices?
  - Nuclear security at a major public event involves wider stakeholders than traditional nuclear security (physical protection of material and facility). Do you reach out to all the stakeholders?
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Discussion Point 3

• What are the good practices of industry-COE-government-academia collaboration on HRD activities?
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Discussion Point 4

- Are there universal challenges for promoting such activities? If so, will international/regional cooperation resolve them?
- What do you expect for ISCN?